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STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE GAC H-33 ORBITER AT
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 4.96
By: R. Krepski, M. Quan, A. Francario,
and K. Blackwell
SUMMARY
A .003366 scale model of the Grumman H-33 orbiter was tested in the MSFC
14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel. Six-component aerodynamic force and moment data
was recorded over a Mach number range of 0.6 to 4.96. Both pitch runs and yaw
runs at various constant angles of attack were completed.
The basic model configuration was investigated. The effects of a component
build-up and of various control deflections were obtained. The elevons were
deflected symmetrically and asymmetrically to determine elevator and aileron ef-
fectiveness. The rudder was tested both flared and unflared and the effects of
deflections were determined in the flared case.
The model was tested in pitch in two intervals. The first interval was
from 00 to 200. Then an adaptor was set to give the sting an offset angle and
200 to 400 angle of attack was obtained. Characteristics in sideslip were
determined by varying sideslip angle from -40 to 100 with angle of attack set
at 00, 100, 150, and 300° .
An anomalous shift in the rolling moment data for the angle of attack range
of 200 to 400 is observable in the plotted data (data figures 5, 6, and 8 of this







n speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - pw)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamiic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
C ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA sxial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-iforce coefficient; side force
qS
CAb CAB base-force coefficient; base force
-Ab(Pb - p,)/qS
CA2 CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
~C, CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C1 CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CC CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
CDr CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
Cj CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD
3
ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMENCLATUIRE
FOR
MSFC TWT TEST NO. 507
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
6e ELVN-L left elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
eL deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
deR ELVN-R right elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
da AILERN total a leron deflection angle in degrees,
('eL - 6eR)/2
6e ELEVTR elevator deflection angle in degrees, (eL + de )/2
drL LRUDDR left split rudder surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive deflection, trailing edge to the left
drR RRUDDR right split rudder surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive deflection, trailing edge to the left.
,r RUDDER assymetrical split rudder deflection for directional
control, (drL + rR)/2; degrees
C0 mC CLMALF derivative of pitching moment coefficient with
respect to alpha, (alpha = O to 50); per degree
CLa CLALFA derivative of lift coefficient with respect to
alpha, (alpha = 0 to 50); per degree
Cy3~8 CYBETA derivative of side-force coefficient with respect
to beta (beta = +5o); per degree
Cn,6 DCLNDB derivative of yawing moment coefficient with respect
to beta (beta = 5°0); per degree, stability axis
system
Cd DCSLDB derivative of rolling moment coefficient with
C~ respect to beta (beta = +50); per degree, stability
axis system
0(CL =) ALFC10 angle of attack at zero lift coefficient (CL = 0);)\~~ / degrees
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drag coefficient at zero lift coefficient
(CL = 0)
pitching moment coefficient at zero angle 'of
attack (ALPHA = O)
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
This test was conducted on a .003366 scale model of the Grumman H-33 Space
Shuttle Orbiter. The model was built by the Boeing Company for the Marshall
Space Flight Center with controls and deflections being put in by Grumman. The
following components were utilized:
B5 Basic H-33 Orbiter Body
W4 Basic H-33 Orbiter Wing
V5 Basic H-33 Orbiter Vertical Tail
There was no transition grit on
which were investigated are shown in
the model. Component part combinations






The MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent blowdown
tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from storage to either
vac(uum or atmospheric conditions.' A Mach number range from 0.2 to 5.85 is
covw2red by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The trin:;onic sec-
tion permits testing at Mach 2.75 to 5.85. Mach numbers between 0.2 and 0.9
are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range from 0.95 to 1.3
is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated walls. Mach
numbers of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.48 are produced by interchangeable sets of fixed
contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.48 a set of fixed contour nozzle blocks
are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired Mach number
in 0.25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F
dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sec-
tor that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (10°). Sting offsets




The MSFC # 201 0.5 inch six component balance was used to measure the
orbiter forces and moments. The data were reduced along and about a system of
stability axes centered at F.S. 1274.4, W.L. 391.3 and B.L. 0 (full scale










b = 3.817 in.
ref
pressure taps on this model.
computed as follows:
[ C (A/3) + C (A/3) + c
1 l P 2
p
Using them, a base axial
3 (A/3) I /Sref3J
where C is the pressure
p1 ,2 ,3
respectively. A is the model
e coefficient corresponding to Taps 1, 2, 3





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.60 5.0 x 106 4.340 98
0.90 6.3 x 106 7.389 96
1.20 6.7 x 106 9.143 97
1.46 7.5 x 106 10.769 95
1.96 7.4 x 106 10.982 112
2.74 4.7 x 106 6.380 138
2.99 5.3 x 106 6.066 103
3.48 7.0 x 106 6.856 104
4.00 8.2 x 106 6.635 104
4.96 5.4 x 106 3.068 103
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Bs
G


























































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC,
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC




































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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ELEVON (FOR W4 WING)






Inb'd equivalent chord 13.6
Outb'd equivalent chord 10.0
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


















MODEL COMPONENt VTICAL TA 
GENERAL bESCRIPtiON BASIC 3 IT










At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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RUDDFR (FOR V5 VERTICAL TATII)MODEL COMPONENT:







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb°d equivo chord
At Outb'd equivo chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Ta i ng Edge
mngel ine
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TABLE IV.
INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
PAGE
FIGURE DESCRIPTION NUMBER
1 Axis System 20
2 H-33 Orbiter Without External Tanks 21
3 Photograph of Tunnel Installation of Configuration 22
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operutions.
23
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FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR:O DEG.
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IGURE 1. BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O DEG.



















- YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 391.3004 IN.
SCALE 0.0034























MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
jI
I
FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIST
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ICS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O DEG.
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BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0.000
0.000
OATA HIST, CODE *6
























































































FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDI1.0 I 1 1 -1 Cl 1 i
FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O,












5 10 5s 20 23i 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000 LRUDDR 0.000
RRUDDR 0.000
LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O DEG.











































DATA HIST. CODE C*












DATA HIST. CODE *G
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INAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=Oo

















FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O DEG.




























DATA 1IST. CODE *G
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
0.7
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FIGURE 1, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O, I
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DATA HIST. CODE *G
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDR=30i RRUDDR=-30DEG
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YNRP 0.00, 0 IN.
ZNRP 391.3004 IN.
SCALE 0.0034





















































FIGURE 2, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR:O, LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30DEG
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FIGURE 2. BASIC LONGITUD
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BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000 LRUDDR 30.000
RRUDDR - 30.000
REFERENCE FILE AER/T-PT-140













































DATA MIST. CODE *G
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5C+30.-30)
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FIGURE 2, BASIC LONGITUDI




























































FIGURE 2, BASIC LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR:O. LRUDDR=30, RRUODR=-300EG




BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000. LRUDOR 30.000
RRUDDR - 30.000
DATA MIST. CODE *G
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5[30,-30)
s : 30
ALPHA, DEGREES


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000 LRUDDR 30.000
RRUDOR - 30.000
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FIGURE 2. BASIC LONGI
















DATA HIST. COOE *0
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5Ct30.-30)
0.2
TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ELEVTR=I . LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30DEG
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DATA NIST. CODE 0G
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FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) r MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS
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FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(449036) Q HSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. B$W4V5
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·FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS
(A49039). MSFC 507 GAC H-as ORB. BSW4(-IO)VS
/-







































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(A49035) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS





















































FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O. RRUDDR=O






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A4908) , MNSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(A49039) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-
iT r
1s 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
50.000 0.000 0.000

























FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O

























MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS
NSFC 507 GAC H-3S ORB. BSW4(-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
0.00i 0.000 0.000




























































Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORE. BSW4V5








00 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) C MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49039) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-O0)V5
02 .oi .00 -. 01 -. 02 -. o
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FIGURE 3. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDDR=O
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.06 .05 .04 .4 .02 .01 .00 -. 01 -. 02
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038)s MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5




















FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=0O RRUDDR=O
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A490368 2 NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VI
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FIGURE 3. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O. RRUODR=O
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A49038) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORiB. B5W4V5
(A49039) a MSFC O07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-IO)VS
I TI I II : I I3f± I1:1:1:. . . . . . . . . . . ..= = = .L Wi__


































FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O0 RRUDDR=O
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'(A49038) I MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5





















FIGURE 3. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR: O, RRUDDR=O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) MNSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS
(A49039) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-
tS 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
0.000 0.000 0.000
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FIGURE 3, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=O, RRUDOOR=O
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10 Ii 25. s 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49038) NSFC 50? GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49039) MSFC S0 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
~ 
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SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONQ MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+0S,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B9W4(-10)VS(+30,-30)
MSFC 07 GAC H-S33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(*50,-30)
HSFC 0T7 GAC H-33 ORB. B3W4(-40) VS(+0,-30)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49502) L MNSFC 0o7 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-10)VS(+30,-30)
(A49303) NSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)VS(+30,-30)
(A49S05) [ NSFC 307 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-40)VS(+30,-30)
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49S01 Q) M8FC s07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+3SO,-3)
(A49S02) LI mFC 507 GAC H-SS ORB. B5W4(-10)VS(+30,-30)
(A49SOB) HMSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(430,-30)
(A49505) L NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-40)VS(+30,-30)















































































































FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30. RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49SSI) Q MSFC S07 GAC H-3S ORB. BSW4.
(A49502) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4i
(A49803) NSFC SO0 GAC N-35 ORB. BSW4(
(A49S09) MSFC 07 GAC H-35 ORB. BSW4{
(A4900G) 'i NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49501t FC 5 AC507 H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A49S02) H MSFC 507 SAC H-33 OR8. 85W4(-10)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -tO.000 0.000
(A49503) MSFC o07T AC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(4493051) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-40)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000




















































FIGURE 4., ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES































HSFC 907 CAC H-3S ORB. B5W4V$(+30,-30)
MSFC 907 GAC -33S ORB. BSW4(-0I)V(*+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(*30,-30)
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(-40)V5(430,-30)











































FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR:30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES











.Oa' 0 o1 i5 20 2s 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY480L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOtN BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49501) Q *SFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+3O,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000(A49S02) SFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. 8SW4(-t0)VS(+30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.000
(A49S03) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-2O)VSI+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000(A49503) NSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORO. BSW4(-40) V(+30,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000





















FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGC
(A49S01) Q NSFC 507
(A49S02) L MSFC 507
(A49503) NSFC 507














OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
0.000 0.000 0 000
,-30) 0.000 -1n.000 0.000
,-30) 0.000 -20.0oo 0.000
,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000



















,--, Sg_ _ S_ C I _ _ _ I _
LL 0.2 _ __ _ __ +_ 
-O. ! i__ __ ][i
.07 .O .0o .04 .0 .0o .
PITCHING 
DA04TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(A49S01,) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49802) MSFC 307 GAC 11H-33 01. 85W4(-40)V5(*30,-30)(A49S03) N SFC 507 GAC H-AS ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-JO)
(449805) NSFC 507 GAC H-3 ORB0. 95W4(-40)V5(+30,-30)
(A49006) NSFC 507 GAC NH-3 ORB. BSw4(+tO)V5(+50,-30)
MACH 2.99

















FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECT'
1.0 L 1, I I I I I i i i 









.07 .06 .05 .04 .03
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49S01) M HSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS
(A49S02) SFC sC SO? H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
(A495031) SFC 307 CAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(-:
(449MS0) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORBS. BSW4(-
(A49000) 1USFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4{+
.0 .O0 .00 -.01 -.o2 -.03
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000
t0)V5(+30,-30) o.000. -10.000 0.000
20)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
40)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000
10)V5(*+30,-30) 0.000 10.000 0.000





















FIGURE 4. ELEVON EFFECT
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HS
R IRt; h
.07 .00 .9 .C4 .o3 .oE oG
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL C01VGUaTIoA T D SUCRI¥TIO
(A49S01}) 0 SFC 507 GAC N-35 0BC. S4v-sO) D V(3,- 3)(449302) Man~C s0? Gac M-D5 aia3. 044(-lO)v35(33,-3)
tA49803) MSPC 307 GAC H-ss oRa. g4 CO- ) vc s '-33
(A495OO0) Z 3FC 507 GAC N-S OcD. ; 4Z0 -40)VC3 0,-30)(A440006) NSFC 507 GAC M-35 c0. 3w4(40)V1Bco,-30)






































































-.0 .06 .05 .04 .03 .02 .C
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49S01 ) NSFC so0 CAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(*+30-.0)
(A49502) B MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-tO)VS(+30,-30)
(449305) MSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. BSW4(-20) V(*30,-30)
(A49805) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-40)V5(+30,-30)
(A49000) 1 FC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BBW4(+IO)V3(+30,-30)
MACH 4.96

























ENESS- LRUDDR30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
….~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~
rI-I I
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
MSFC 502 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC $07 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(-10)VS(.30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.000
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(-20)VS(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-40)V3(30,-3D) 0.000 -40.000 0.000
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FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFEC1
















'IVENESS- LRUDDR=30. RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
. .. . . . . . . . . . .




I I I I 1 1-1 1 1 1
0.4
DRAG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
'A49501) . SFC 507CGAC H-33 ORB. 85W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49502) SFC.507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-10)VS(+30,-30)
(A495031 ! NSFC S07 .GAC H-33 ORB. B8W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
(A49S0g) MNSFC S07 GAC H-35 ORB. 85W4(-40)VI(+30,-30)
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#SFC SO? GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(*30,-30)
HSFC 5O OAC 7 -3C3 OB. B5W4(-10)V$(*30,-30)
#MFC SO? GAC "-353 oQ. BSW4(-20)VS(+30,-,0)
#SPC SO? GAC H-35 OGB. BSW4(-40)VS(*30,-30)
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FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
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-'.0 o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
DRAG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49530) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49502) LI NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-t0V5(4+30,-30)
(A49S03) I ISFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
(A49505) NSFC 507 GAC H"33 ORB. B5W4(-40)V5(+30,-30)
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49SO501 N SFC OT1 GAC H-S3 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49S02) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-I0)VS(+30,-30)
(A495031 9SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)VSS(+30-30)
(4A49505) i MSFC 507 GAC H-3J ORB. BSW4(-40)VS(+30,-30)












































FIGURE 4. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
0
SYMBOL
0 ~ ~ ' I' T T T ; 4t :1X:7010 S0 1 I _-
H W . W X I I I 011 1 m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
X- X- f 4 tI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~i · t 
I I I g . T l I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIII1-1111111----------
g - g- f X 1 '11'1 1 ] 1 4 z ] 1
C I I I _ I _ I I I I1 I I I I I I I ! I 1 I I I I _ _ I _ _
S 10
CONFIGCURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 50s GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BW4(-
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(+
1S . 0 2 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000
10).V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.00
20) V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
40)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000
t10)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 10.000 0.OOO
35 40
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































FTIlIRF 4. FI FVFlN FFFFTTVFNFSS- I Rllnn R=3l., RRInnR=-f3n nFFGRFFS
11l\ l. ll lm.s~ I w ¥ ·k fll Il ·Wlm 1111¥ fl. V~~ wVV 11'I' g I I I ~u
eX _ X - t < 
-
- -
-- -1 - -t1
- - 1 - - - -- - - - - ! 1 r
-~~~~~~---1
' _ -_ -_ _-- __ Z___
~r r. 1Tr r.I .. I I 
0Os 5s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGUATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49501) SPC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A49502) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-10)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.000
(A49503) j MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(A49505) J NFC 507 GAC H-33 O1B. B5W4(-40)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -40.000 0.000
(A49006) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(+10)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 10.000 0.000i 40I1:
ss35




































FIGURE 4, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS- LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
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HSFC 507 GAC H-s3 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORe. B5W4(-10)V5(430,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORS. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
S$FC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-40)V(+30, -30)
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FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDR=30G RRUDDR=-30 DEGRFES
I E~~~~~~~~~I!{
0 S ~O 15 20 25 3035$40 
W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ :1 ___________ 
X S ~S 10 15 llll
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49003) NQ SFC 507 GAC H-33 OR.B BSW4(-
(A49020) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
(A49004) M NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORDB. BSW4(-
(A49019) [ HSFC 307 GAC H-33 ORB. BSt4(-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
20)V5(*30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
20)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
10,-30) V(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 10.000


































FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDR:30. RRUDDR--30 DEGREES
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HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
NSFC s50 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
MSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
-20) V(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
-20) V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
-10,-S0)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 10,000
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MSFC 907 SAC H-33 ORB. BW4(-20)V5(*3o
NSFC 507 S6C M-SS OnB. B&W4(-20)V(C0O0
MSFC 507 6AC MN-s 0 .1. B544(-10,-S0)VgS
NSFC 507 GAC N-33 One0. 0SW4(-10,-30)V9t
20 - -D
OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
BZTA ELEVTR AILERN
,-$0) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
,-90) o.000 -20.000 0.o00(Os0,-30) .00 -0.000 10.000






















FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20. LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 OEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49003) NQ SFC 507 GAC H-35 ORB. BSw4(-20)VS(+30,-30)(A49020) 9 HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)VS(+30,-30)(A49004) NSFC S07 GAC H-33 COR. V5W4(-10,-30)V5(+30,-30)













































FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR:-20, LRUODDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES










$SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-;
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-;
HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5Wd4-J
















ts 20 5S 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
20) V(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
20) VS(+30,-30) 0.000 -2n.000 0.000
10,-30)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 10.0
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0 S 10 15s 20
ANGLE OF ATT
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 507 GAC H-3 ORB. BSW4(-201) V(+30,-30)
B NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 50 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-10,-30)V5(+30,-30)















.000 SREF 7.89T0 SQ.IN
.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
1000 BREF 3.8170 IN









































SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(
MSPC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
20) V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
20) V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
10,-30)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 10.000














































































5. AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
5 1 20 25 30







MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4i-20)V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)VS+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-10,-30) VS(30,-30)



















FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR:-20, LRUODR=30, RRUDDR:3-30 DEGREES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVT.R AILERN
SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 05W4(-20)V5(*30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
SFC 507 GAC H-S3 ORB. B5W4(-20)VS(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 0.000
MNSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-I0,-30)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -20.000 10.000



































































































FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES






















MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 50? CAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+3O,-0S)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-to0,-SO -)V50,-30)
MSFC 507 GCAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-tO,0-0)VS(+30,-30)
-r!
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FIGURE 5, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDOR30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
l
Y F
5 t0 S1 20
ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
MSFC s07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)VSt130,-30)
HSFC SO? GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-10,-S0)VS(530,-S0)















































































































LERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-20, LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
10 2S 30 35 40







#SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)VS(+30,-3S)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20) V5(*3,-30)
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-10,-30)VS(*30,-30)
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ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(449018) A NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORD. B5W4(-1t)V5(+30,-30)
(A49023) 03 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 OR8, B5W4(0,-20)V5
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN






























FIGURE 6, AILERON EFFECTI
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WSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-10)V5S(+30,30)
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MACH 3.48
FIGURE 6, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-10I LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49018) A MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-
(A49023) [] SFC 507 GAC H-S33 ORB. B5W4(0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
tO) VSC(30,-30) o.000 -O,10.0 0.000

































FIGURE 6, AILERON EFFECTI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49018) MNSFC 50T GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-IO)VS(*30,-30) 0.000 -1o.000 0.00o
(A49023) a MSFC 07? GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4C0,-20)VS 0.000 -10 .000 10,000
IS
MACH 4.96
.I I I I I I I I I I
FIGURE 6G AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-1O, LRUDDRO30, RRUDDR:-30 DEGREES
































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYN8OL COXFl1GURATIO ODESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49016) A MSFC SO7 GAC 1H-B ORB. BSw4(-I0)v (+30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.000
(A49023) El NSFC 507 GAC H-s3 ORB. BSW4(0,-20)VS 0.000 -10.000 10.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































FIGURE 6, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-10, LRUDDR=30o RRUDDR:-30 DEGREES
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49018) MSFC 50so GAC 1H-33 ORB. BSW4(
(A49023) 0 NSFC s07 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(
. 20t 25 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEG
BETA ELEVTR Al
-lO) V5(+3O,-30) 0.000 -10.000 I






0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 LREF S.4530 IN
BREF 3.8170. IN





























FIGURE 6G AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-10, LRUDDR:30o RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES





















DATA SET SY30OL CO1?I1GURATION DZSCRIPTIONJ
(A49018) a $vSFc 507 GAC H-3S ORB. q5W4(-1i)VS(3o0,-3o)








































































OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION 0DSCRIPTION
(A49016) A MSFC 50 .GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(
(A49023) El NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(C
8 - 20 25s 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN
'-tO) V(+$O ,-O) ' .0000 -10.000 0.000






















































DATA SET SY'BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49018) A NSFC 50? GAC -533 8RB. B5W4(-10)V5(+30
(A49023) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(0,-20)V5
t I
20 25 30
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN



























































FIGURE 6. AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-10, LRUDDR=30, RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4901') A NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-10)VS(+30,-30)(A49023) I NSFC 50' GAC H-33 ORB. B5U4(0,-20)VS
MACH 3.48
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVTR AILERN REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 -10.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49028) & NSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. B5W4(-IO)V5(+30,-30) 0.000 -10.000 0.000































































































FIGURE 6, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=-10, LRUDDR=30o RRUDDR=-30 DEGREES




















MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-I0)V5(+30,-30)
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FIGURE 7, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEVTR=O, LRUDDRO. RRUInDR=
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION
A49x0e) MSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5






































FIGURE 7, AILERON EFFECTIVENESS- ELEV1
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ANGLE OF ATTACM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49XO) . . MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BsW4vs








































9 t0 19 20 2s
1-f-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILERN
(A49XO8) a NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5 0 000 0.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49001) N MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A*9017) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49007) MSPFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+35,-25)
A449022) [ NSFC s50 GAC N-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+35,-25)
OF
20 zffi 5u 05 4u 4
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 000: 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0.000 0.000 35.000 -25.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
































FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
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MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4VS
#SFC o50 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B3W4V5
is 20 ES W0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000
5(+35,-25) 0.000 0.000 35.000
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FIGURE B. RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
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O ' .10 15
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49001) Q 4SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+3D,-30)
(A490t7) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49007) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5w4V5(+35,-25)
(A49B922) ' NSFC 07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+355-25)
OF
20 - as 30
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 35.000 -25.000













FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
i~~ ~ ~~ i r '  -it I j ijI ii'IT
4- -t;X4 -1 1 11 1
0 9 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYWBOL CONPFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49001') MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(30,-30)(A4901? ) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49007): a MSFC sOT GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+35,-25)(A49022) NSFC SO7 GAC H-3S ORB. 85W4VS(+S3,-25)
a*9 e) 8 *F.I L .1 ~· BUI)rB- I
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0,000 0.000 35.000 -25.000 BREF 3.81i0 IN

























FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECT]
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MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+35,-25)



































































































FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O






























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+35,-25)











LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
35.000 -25.000 BREF 3.8170 IN

























FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECT]





VENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
10 . tS
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49001) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB.. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49017) M SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A490o7) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+3S,-25)
(A49022) NSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+35,-25)
L20 25 30
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RR
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30
0.000 0.000 35.000 -25














































FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECT]
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NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
SFC 50 GAC H-SS ORB. B5W4V5
NSFC 507 GAC H-3 OCRB. BSW4VS
a NSFC 507 GAC H-33S 0B. B5W4V5
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR
(+30,-30) O.O 0.000 30.000(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000
:(+35 -25) 0.000 0.000 35.000



























































FIGURE 8. RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER. ELEVTR=O
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SYBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTIONMSFC S0 CGAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(G30,-30)
N MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+3S,-25)
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+35,-25)
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIPTION
IA49001) M*SF*C 50 GAC S -0 3 ORB. 895W4V3(+30,-30)
(A490[1?) MSFC 507 GAC -933 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
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. FIGURE 8. RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER. ELEVTR=O
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HSFC 507 CGAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(*30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC 1-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4Vs(+35,-25)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+35,-25)
ACK.




































































FIGURE 8, RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, FLARED RUDDER, ELEVTR=O
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 507 GAC H-S3
SFC 507 GAC H-33
SFC 507 GAC H-53













BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 395.000 -25.000
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FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONG1.0 I I I I II I
I I I _ I I I _ I _ I I I I I I II I I I I I I I 
FI I I 1 1 1 II 
5 10 s15 20
ITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR=O
A
25 30 35 40
ANGLE.. OF ATT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(S30,-30)
IA49S08) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4VS
ACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7?.8970 SQ.IN
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FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. ELEVTR=O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49s01) M NSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
(A49508) E SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
G0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000



























































FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR=O
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100 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501) MHSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49S08) M NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
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FIGURE. 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR:O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501t) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5

















15 20 25 as 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000









































































































FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUODDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR=O
it5 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGU RATION DESCRIPTION
IA49S0t) 2 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49508) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.I.N
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FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONG






























ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHAo DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501; t MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B9W4V(4330,-3DI
(A49G06) . SFC s07 GAC N-33 ORB. B5W4V5
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.00oc 30.000 -30.000














































FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGI
-, 07 ! I I
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25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTI^-N BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
(A49501) Q NSFC 07 GAC H-33 ORB., B5W4VS(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000























FIGURE 9. EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR=O





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49501) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5


















A AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
























































·FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR:O1.° i I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I _ _ I- I 1 1 11 Llll_






















DATA SETSYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION










LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 -30.000 SREF ?.8970 SQ.IN
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49S01) Q MSFC s90 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-0O)














0 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVTR=O











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4901) SFC 07 AC50 G  H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A493091) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
COEFFICIENT, CO
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRU
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.




000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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FIGURE 9, EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE ON LONGITUDI














0.t 0.2 a.3 0.4 O.S 0 0. 7 O.B 0.9 *.0
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4501%) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4Vs(+30,-30)
IA49S08 ) SFC 507 GAC H-33 woB. Bts4Vs
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
BETA AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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FIG. 10, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY- EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE, ELEVTR=O
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· CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 8SW4V9(+30,-30)
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SoIO 0.3 l.O 2[ .5 2.0 2.5 3.0 S.* 4.0 4.5 5.0_~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. _. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(49N01 ) NQ SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B49101) Q HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(B491108i) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
MACH NUMBER
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF ?.8970 SQ.IN







FIG. 10, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY- EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE, ELEVTR=O
-.0 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II III I, ' I;I I I I  I I 
0.S 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.S 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5.
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOn4 DESCRIPTION
(B49N01) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
(849N08) NSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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-
X f__,______- 
[.~ [ iit _t______ -
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~~~~~~~i# T- _______ 
## 4 TXT TT t TXT ~~~~~~~~ t -- BT ~~i[TflT 
. . LE L LEE -i _ S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..].A..
U.S 1.0U 1.5 Z, .5- 4.0 4.5
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B49NMO1) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(B49NO8) £1 NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN





























FIGURE 11, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL._CHARACTERISTICS, ALPHA=O
.* -- rTCTo i I  I I taI 11 T1 1 I.I I 11 11 III I I I I I 
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DATA HIST. CODE *A
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
7. 3 . 4 5




































FIGURE 11, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, ALPHA:O
.038
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000.




6 7 S 10
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-. 040








DATA HIST. CODE *A





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000 LRUDDR '0.000
RRUDDR 0.000






YMRP 0.0000 . IN.
ZMRP 391.3004 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
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FIGURE 11, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, ALPHA=O
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DATA MIST. COOE *A
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
2 3 4
ANGLE. BETA. DEG








































































MNSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW42 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 OB. B5W4V5(O30,-3C
'O NISC 50? GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
I 2 3 4 5 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
0.000 0.000
























FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA-O








-4 - -2 2 3 8 9 10-. 30 I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
(A49028) * MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4 0.000
IA49033) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000
(A49Y34) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000
FA. DEGREES
AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN





















.t TPCL I T I f II IF FTl Ti
IONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
-IT-TIlllr ll r I IT rTT I 1-1 I T-T T LLLfr u
L I L LII I L I I I 1113I I I I I I I I 3 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1>-L I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I I I I IIIIIII I I I I II II I I  I  I I I I  I I I I I I I I ij I I I
I I I I I I IIII I t I IlI I I I I I I I I IIII t IL I I II? 111 IIIII1 I I I I I I I I
II I ,I- -c 111 hl i iIII
I I 1 I 1 11 1 1 1 1111 1 111 t IL L 11111111 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 111111111 iii
- 4 - I a t
SIDE SLIP
SYMBOL COXNIGURATtIC DESCRIPTION
NSFC 0S? GAC H-B3 ORB. B5W4
N MSBC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
<> NSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. B9W4V9






































































_-.040 4 L-.1L]I I I 3 I5 -'4 - 3 - 2 - t
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49028) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49033) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49Y34) '0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 .10 t
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
5(+30,-:Z) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.0'10 LREF 5.4530 IN








FIGURE 12. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=O
.020i











- -4 -3 -2 - 0
SIDE S
DATA SET SYMaOL CONI1GURATION DZSCRIPTION
IA4902) Q NSPC 907 GSC N-33 ORB. B SJO
(A49033)  "NSFC So? GAC H-33 ORB. B9sw4Vs(+30, -30)
(A49Y34) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITiONS
1 2 3 4 5 E









































FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS9 COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
:035 11 11

















-. 040 . . .
-5 -4 -3 -2 -I O 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t(A49028.1 Q MSFC SO0 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49033) L SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5+30,-30)
(A49Y34) O MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000


































- 5 - 4 - 3 - a - t 0
SIDE S
DATA SET SYKBOL COFIGIURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4902E { $FsC 50? GAC c H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49033) ZS MSFC 50? GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V9(+30,-30)
(A49V34) 0 HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
3G 8 10



























FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O























H-.03S l H H I LII H i S'!lt l -! H ! I $ 42 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
















FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS° COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O













5 -4 - - - 2 3 4 7 a 9i
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAO DEGREES
DATA szT SYmbOL COFPIGURATIOA DZSCRIPTION
A490A28) Q KSFC 950 GAC H-53 OiB. B5W4
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTER
















ISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
.02
.o0
.0o S -4 -3 -2 - I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49028) Q nSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49033) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
CA49Y34) <O NSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS
0 1 2 3 G4 6 7
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0. 0000 0.000
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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.0 1 1 1 1 I H il l 1 1 I I i f I f i l l
Hli
t-1111111:1-111 ll1I-
. .00 5 -4 - -2 -1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON71GURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49028) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-53 ORB. 89W4
(A49033) 1 MSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. 0BS4VS(+30,-301)
(A49Y34) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
0 t 2 3 4 5 6
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I_______ I II II LL I CI ++ II I I
.00 $ - 4 - 3 -2 -i
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0A49028) 2 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49033) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49Y34) O NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5




































.T l I I t I III III I I Id i I
IONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
.15
I I I I I111111 II I I I I i II I tIL II I I I AH I I I r I IHI III
11 111 11 11111 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 11  11 '1 I I 1 1 1 1-1 1 I I
UL ULiIl II Ii I liiiCCI- I I _lI 11111 I: I IiiiilI ~I i; t1 111111111; 1111 I I I I I I I
1.1~ H tIl H 1111 H H!J-L- 1111 111111111111 HI_ lil li Hi. H LCLJLL-L_*JCcI III 1111 I _L__Liii
Ii II I I II II I I I I I I111 I I LIII II I I11111111 I I I I I I III I IIII I Ii I
-. 30 5 4 -
SIDED
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURAYION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) Q MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORO. B5W4
(A49015) HL MSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49016) 0 MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+3O,-3O
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AtLERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
O.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
.t1
.*Q~~T It-i-1I
IrI I I II I I I I II I I i I I I1 i i III I I [r I i i I 1 III III i i i i I I I I I
.30 i




OATA ZET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) . MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49015) . MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49016S) O SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIREC1
.29 I! I I IIIII¶ i -tT
FIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=O
! 1 1 1 1 1I II! 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111 1 i liiI
11-" 1i 1l 4 4I Il l ' I I 111111 I11 1111 Ii 1111 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 i i i I I I li
- T1111111111111111
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-. 30 5 - 4 - 2 0
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA49014) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 5W4
(A49015) NSFC 507 GAC -33 ORB. 83W4V5
(A49016) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-3C
i 2 3 4 s 6 7
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
O) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000






























FIGURE 12. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=O
°920
.15
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-. 25 I
-. 30 
-5 ' 4 - t O
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) 9MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49015) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49016) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30
1 2 3 . 4 5 6
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, I
I
2, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICSo COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
3 4 9 6 8 9 t0 11
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BET
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGUR4TIOX DESCRIPTION ELEVTR
(A490i4) HSC 507 GAC M-33 ORIB. B5W4 0.000
A49015) 1 WSFC 507 6AC M-33 OW1B. BSW4Vs 0.000














































FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
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-.04 1H 1 1 111 1111 11j 1 11 1! j112 Lli lIt
- S -4 - 3 -2 -1 O
SIDE S
DATA SE, SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) S HFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49015) MSFC 507 GAC 1-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A490161 NMSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
I 2 3 4 $5 
;LIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUD
0.000 0.000
0.000 D .000 0.000 0.01
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.01
7 8 9 1O 11
DR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
00 LREF 5.4530 IN








FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS0 COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O














- s 4 -D -2 - 0o
SIDE S
DATA SET SYMBOL CON:i~JGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) H NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 895W4
(A49D015 , NSFC 507 GAC H-3S ORB. s3W4VS
(A49016) 1 MSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. 89W4V(430.,-30)
i 2 a 4 5 6





































FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O



















_ 5 -4 -3 -2 - a O0 2a 7 103 B68
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
1A49014) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4 0.000 0.000 SREF 7 8970 SQ.IN
(A49015) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BW4V5 0.000oo 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTI
.025 t 1, I ;I I It I I I











- 5 -4 - - 2 - I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOW DESCRiPTION
(A49014) Q MSFC 0S7 GAC N-S3 ORB. B5W4
(A49015) ML NSFC 507 GAC MH-S ORB. 895J4V
(A49018) O MSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. 89W4V5
0 1 2 3 4 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0. 000 0.000


































FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERI
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50 - 4 - 3 - 2 -
SIDE S
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) HMSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
(A4901Q) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49018) N NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
1 2 3 4 5 E





































FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS COGMPONENT

































DATA SET SYN3OL CONPFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A48014) Q PSVC 507 GAC H-3D ORB1 B8W4
(A4901S) mOFC 507 GAC N- 3 ORD. B5W4V5
(A49016) 0 OMSFC go0 Gac N-D3 00. GW4VsY(W30,-30)
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVYR AILERN LRUODR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8910 Q.1IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.4530 IN
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERIST]
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- 2 - 0 I
SIDE SLIP
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49015) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49016) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000















FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CONPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O









$ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I -il I. II-I I I I I I I I L I 4 5 1 8 tIt
SYMBOL CO71GURATIONJ DESCRIPTION
SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B8w4
NSFC 507 GAC H-53 OR8. BSW4V5
0 SSFC 507 GAC 0  H-33 ORB. 85W4V
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF ,.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN























FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTER
.lmI Q I , 1,,,,,, I,,,, , i,








I ir I I I I
-3 - 2 -- 1 O 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION-
(A49014) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
IA49015) . SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5









. i a 9 10. 11
RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
'0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
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FIGURE 12, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICSo COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O







-- - 1 - S 0 I1 2 4 E G 9 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49014) Q MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. B9W4
(A49015) NL SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B9W4V5

































IRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
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-4 -3 -2 -a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA49014). MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
IA4901SI) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(A49016) CO MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
9 10 Il








1 I I II III II II  II I I III II I II I I  I I I II I I I i. I I I I I I













































DATA MIST. CODE *A
F;SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
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-.30 













(_ -. 020z 0 S
-. 035
-. 0405 - -3 0 1 42 3 4 5 6 ? a 9 1 TI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
595 ALPHA 10.000 ELEVTR 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
030.898 AILERN 0.0 LRUDDR 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
BREF 3.8170 IN
-. 1.204 RRUR 0.000 XMRP 1274.4040 IN.
YMRP .870000 IN.
ZMRP 391.3004 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE A SCALE 0.0034
CA49X29) 31 MAY 72 PAGE 145MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
FIGURE 13, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, ALPHA=10 DEGREES
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DATA MIST. CODE *A
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4 -3 -2 - t 0 
SIDE SLIP
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA tO.000 ELEVTR 0.000
AILERN 0.000 LRUDDR 0.000
RRUDDR 0.000
0ATA HIST. COOE *A
2 3 4 S - 6
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
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FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DI
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SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION
¢A49031) MNSPC 507 GAC n-3S oRa. BSW4
(A49Y29) 2 NS;C 507 6AC H-33 OR8. 83W4V5
sA49032) a 5FsC 507 GAC H-33 (O8. 85W4V5c(30,-30)
(A4 9X30) NSFc 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B9w4(-20)VS(+30,-30)
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4 -3 -2 - I 0 1
CTnFl Ci TP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(S30,-30)








7 8 9 10 I
RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
-30.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
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SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYVO0L CONZ1URAYT4ON DESCRIPTION
IA49031t) 4sC 907 GAC X-33 ORB. SSW4
(A4gY29) a FC 907 GAC H-5 OR. BgW4V5
(A40032) NSZC S07 GAC H-SS 0OR. 0SW4VS(03,-30)
(A49XsO) MOSC 50? GAC "-SS ORB. 0sW4(_20)Vq(e-3,-30)
2 3 4 5 G 7
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
.0 0.00oo0 0.00oo0 0.000ooo
o.000 o.ooo o0.000ooo -o30.000
-20.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA-IO DEGo
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-.040 I r 1 I I
-5 -4 -3 -2 - 0 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1A49031) , HMSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49Y29) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49032) MSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49X30) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)VS(+30,-30)
































-4 -2 - SIDE SLIP
SIDE SLIP
COFIGURATICW4 DESCRIPTION
9SFC 507 OAC HN-3 ORB. BSW4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4VS
3BFC 907 GAC H-3 0CB8. BWt4V9(+30,-30)























































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEG.












- .n Lj- J
- 5 -4 - 3 -2 -1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CA49031) Q MSFC 507 GAC i-33 OR8. BSW4
(A49Y29) N MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V§
(A49032) < NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49X3O) NSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-
O I 2 3 4 -5 6 8 tO1 I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 O.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
























FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTI
.025 - lll 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1t 











-. 055_ 5L -4 -a -2 -2 0 1
SIDE SLIP
rA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
0319O) N3SFC 507 GAC -33 ORB0. 85W4
i9Y29) NSFC 507 GAC H-3W O1mB. GSW4VS
i90321) N MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB0. 85s4V5(30t-3))
9X 30) NSFC 507 GAC N-33 ORB. 68W4(-20)1VS(30,-30)















































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=1O DEG.
n%4I I I . . . ... i . . . . . i . i i . . . i v , , , i , , , i , i I I I i I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I I i I I f I I I I I I f I I I I f I I f I I I EI 
.020
.O01
-. 03os 5 -4 - S - 2 - 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
iA49031) N MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49Y29) ISFC 507 GAC H-355 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49032) MSFC 507 GAC H-35 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
(A49X30S) SFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)V5(*30,-30)













8 9 10 11
REFERENCE INFORHATION



























.ae5 III D I$ I I nrt
CI ONPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=1
.020
-. o08
-. 03 5 4 - J - 2 - °
-5 - 4 - I -d - 1 0 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SY4BOL COWPIGURATION DZSCRIPTION
(A49031) M3FC 507 GAC M-3 ORB0. 85W4(A49Y29) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS
(A49032) M SNFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49X30) MSFC 50? GAC H-33 OB,. 8BW4(-20) V5(30,-30)
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AI LRN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0.000 0.000 30.000 -S0.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
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-S -4 -4 -2 -I 0 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49031) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Y29) SFC SO CGAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49032) M KSFC 0S7 GACIH-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49X30$ 1 SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)







7 8 9 10 I
RRU0DR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
-30.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
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FIGURE 14. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COHPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=O10 DEG.
.I0
o09
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.01
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S -4 - -2 - I 0 t
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49031) Q NSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Y29) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
IA49032) MSFC 507 G6AC H-33 ORB. B5W4V3(+30,-30)
(A49X30 N4SFC 507? GAC H-33 ORS. 8SW4(-20)V5(430,-30)
2 3 4 S 6 ?
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0 000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000




































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA10 DEGo








- 4 - 2 - 1 0 S
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SET YBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49031) MHSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(A49Y29) i SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5
(A49032) a MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 8SW4V5(+30,-30)(A49X30) N MSFC 507. GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)




































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COHPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=10 DEG.
,* W WX X0 IftW f T1T TI! T 2
III I 111I I I 1 I1111 I 1 11.1 .
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-4 - 3 - SIDE SLIP
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SY30OL CONFIGURATION DEUCRIPTION
tA490%3; Q iWFC *07 GAC H1-SI3 ORB. B3W4
(A49Z29) $ IMSFC 07? GAC H-33 ORB:. B5W4V5
(A4900)9 NSFC s09 6AC N-S3 0RB. W4V5 (-b0o,-30)
tA49Y3JO "ZSFC 907 6AC 1-33 ORB. 95W4(-20)V3lS0,-3s0)
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-4 - 3 - 2 -1 0 1
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS
NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
2 3 4 5 8 ?
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
-20.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
















DATA SET SYMBOL CO#NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA49013) Q HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49Z29) ZS WSFC 507 GAC H-33 OR8. BSW4V5
IA49009) a NSFC 57T GAC H-33 ORB. 89W4V5(+30,-30)
(A49Y30) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
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RECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEGo
.t15
II  _ I II _. - II 1 1 1 I l I II 1 1III 1I IIIIIII II I r:, III
0 i 2 3
SIDEF SLI PANGLE .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49013) M sSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
·(A49Z29) HMSFC .50 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
tA49009) MSFC 507 GAC 3 H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-301)
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14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICSM COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA10 ODEG.
-. 040
- - -4 -2 -1 SIDE SLIP
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA49013) 4 MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. 85W4
(A49Z29) MSFC 907 GAC N-33 ORB. B5W4VS
(A49009) WSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30)





















































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=IO DEGo





















-. 040l - - L
-5 '4 -3 -2 -I 0 t
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lA49013) 0NSFC 5 7 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Z29) NSFC 07 GCAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49009) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49Y3O) [ NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-2D)V5(+30j-30)
2
ANGL
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
E. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 BREF 3.8170 IN







FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALrHA=10 DE6.




















1 -4 - -2 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYNBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A490131) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49Z29) NSFC S07 GAC MH-3 ORB. 8SW4V5
tA49009) a "SFC $07 6AC H-33 OMB. B5W4V5(03s,-30)
(A49Y30) NSFC 50? GAC H-33 O0B. B5W4(-20)VS(o30,-30)
2 1 4 5 0
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
-20.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000












FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTER1
.QTS "T' I IT I I I I I r I I" I I t I t I I'11 I I I I I I I I I I i t I
I r~x rrr l rr l r lI II I I I I L I I I 1
·oz IlilillTi I r l ir l lil [ & 1 li['[[[[ 1 11 11 
035 Il lI~ l l I" ' " l ' ' J
030 ~ ~ ~ ~ 11111 1111 1 1
[STICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEG.
-. 040 Ii
- 4 -3 - 2 - 1. 0
SIOE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49015) Q 4SFC 507 GAC H--33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Z29) a MSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VS(A49009) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BsW4V5(+3O,-S0)(A49Y30) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20o)VS(+30,-30)
1 2 3 4 5 !
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REFERENCE INFORtATION























FIGURE 149 LATERAL-DIRECTIcONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEG.
.015
_.00T5 _ T T Tr mI1r
.2tQ






-4 - 3 I SIDE SLIP
SIDE SLIP
OATA SET SYIWOL CONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION
IA49013) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49Z29) 1tSFC 507 GAC H-33 OBS. B5w4V5
(A490091 a MSFC 507 GAC H-33 OBO. 95S4V (g30,-30)(A49730) NSFC 50? GAC N-33 CLB. B5wd4(-20)VS(+30t30)












8 9 10 1I
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
D LREF 5.4530 IN
* BREF 3.8170 IN
XMRP 1274.4040 IN.
YIRP 0.0000 IN.





















4, LATERAL-D IRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEGo
-. L-45 - 4 - 3 -2 - i 0 I 2 3
TIlF Il TP ANGI F. RFT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
(A49013) 2 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Z29) . NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 6$W4V5
(A49009) .NSFC 507 GAC 11-33 ORB. 83W4V5(+30,30)










































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAo DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
lA49013) 2 4SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 9SW4 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.1N
CA49Z29) I SFC 50? GAC H-33 OR8. 85W4VS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
(A49009) MSFC 507 GAC -33 ORB. B5W4V5(030,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
(A49Y30) NSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)V5(130,-30) -20.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 XMRP 1274.4040 IN.




















FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=10 DEGo
.025
.020 I ~Il L
-. 039 5 
-5 -4 3 -2 - I 0 I-1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET & 'C.I. CONFICURATICh DESCRIPTION
(A49015) Q SFC s07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49Z29) NSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49009) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)




















































FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERIST
.tO






I I i 11111 IJCJLLUI J11 I iiII I III I I I I iI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I1 _ I II I I 1I1I1I III
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C~j~ c~mv o~a~u ~ I III I I I 11 I I 1 1 I I I I I I 1-1 I I~
.Erji
5 - 4 - 9 - a - t a * 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 tO tl
SIDE SLIP
SYr:BOL CONtlIURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC S07 6GC I-33 O03. B5W4
NS C 90? 4A  N-33 ORB0. B34V$S
SFC 907 GAC N-35 oRL. BOR 14V(.30,-30)
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FIGURE 14, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEGo







CTnF SL TPJIUt JLlr
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)VS(+30,-30)
2 3 4 5 6 r
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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FIGURE 14. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEG.
.De
.09
.to Lidl 71 IILII fill I_ AI llI 1 1 1 1 1 1mr r 4S I 111111 IIfIIllIII 1 filIIt 
.07
1T.0ii8111111 . 11 IIII III HI I r IIl I Llil11IL1
.De, ~ -FTT
EEEEEEE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1.I-I I I I I I II I 1111 1 I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I II11 IIII I I II I I I I I I III I I I f I 111 I I I I I I I 11 I I l I I III I1111111
P -H-H-H-H-H- I I 11 I I 
.01
q 4 -n - 2 a o 1 2 S 4 5 6 ? a 9 tO ]I
SIDE SLIP
SET SYMBOL COTIZIGURATION D0SCRIPTION
l013) Q M4SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
IZ29) 1 4MSC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4V5
009) < 4SFC 507 GAC -33 ORB. BSW4V5(310,-30)
Y30) FC " 907 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4(-20)VS(+30,-30)
ANGLE. BETAo DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000




















































- 4 - 3 - 2 it
CTnF Ci TP
OATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49013) Q SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 8W4
(A49Z29) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
CA49009) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4VSt+30,-30)
(A49Y30) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(-20)V5(+30,-30)
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.o000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
-20.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
iTill [I ti m I U I I I]
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FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTI
·.20 Ill I I I I I i 1 l I 1 1 1 l I 11 11 ! !III
ICS3 COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=15 DEG.
.15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - I , H I I , ' , , ' I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I I I I I I I I lI ll I I I ' I I I I 1 1I 1 1 1  I II I I I II I
I I  II III I I II I I I V111 ' 11111I11I II', II I11 1 11 I i ii iii I [ I i i iI I111I
I I I I I 11 I II II IIII I 1 11 1 111 III II I I 1 I I I I II I I I I I I I IIIIi m
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I  I I I I I II I IIII III II I I I I I I
1111111 liii IIIII' 4IIP1, 11 1 IJ II II II II II I[ II II II II 
-. 30 5 - 4 -2 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DZSCRIPTION
(A49012) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-53 ORB. BSW4
CA49011! NSVC 507 GAC H-3B 029. BJW4V5
(449010)1 O "3FC 507 GAC H-S3 ORB. 9BW4V5
0 1 2 a 4 5 $




5(.30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000
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FIGURE 15, LA1
.20 I I I I I I I 
FERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILOUP, ALPHA:15 DEG.
- 1 1 I I I 1 I1IIL 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I III I II I I
-* -4 -3 '2 - a0 1 
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49012) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A49011t) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5

















































- 8 0 I 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC S90 GAC H-33 ORB. 95W4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB,. B54V5















































a 9 1O it



















-5 4 -3 -2 - t O t
SIDE SLI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49012) O MSFC 50T GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
(A490t1 MSFC 50? GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5
(A49010) O NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-3O)
2 3 4 5 6








0.000 0.000 ' 0.000
0.000 30.000 -30.000
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> _ - aso
-. 040 
-5 -4 - - - 0
SIOE S
OATA SET SYaBOL CONFIGURATIO. DZSCRIPTION
(A49012) Q #SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 851W4
(A49011) it MFC 507 GAC N-33 0B. 8W4VS
(449010) 0 NSFC 507 GAC H-13 0.B. BSW4VS(3S0,-30)
I 2 3 4 5

















































-.040 Ll r I I I I I tl I I I * I I I I I I I I *I I I L:
-. 040
-5 -4 -3 -2 - .0 
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49012) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
(A49011) L SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS
(A490 1 0 ) O MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 8W4V5(+30,-30)
.IP




















FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=15 DEG.





















-4 - - a - 0 I a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CON71[URATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
(A49012) Q nSFC 507 6AC -SS3 oIB. B5SW4 O.000 0.00O
(A49011) a 4SFC 507 6AC H-_3 oSlB. B9W4VO 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A49010) o 1$SFC 507 GAC H-953 08. wSw4V1(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000
RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORNATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
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3 -2 - i 0 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A490t2' N MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49011) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49010) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)




























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTER]STICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=15 DEG,.
(Illllll 'l lllll [l
-. 0935 uuta u _u
-5 -4 -a - 2 - I
OATA SET SYMBOL CWOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49012) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 OB. B5W4
(A49011) I MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
(A49010)} MSFC 507 6AC H-3D ORB. 85W4VS5(30,-30)
SIDE 3 ANGLE BE DEGEES







































































_.oas 03 I~ I 1 L 1 a ! I I a I I
-5 -4 -3. -2 -i 0 
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49012) 2 H MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A490 11) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(A49010) 0 NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V9(+30,-30)
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0 000 0.000 0,.000 0.000


























FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERI




























-35 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 a 2 3 4 5 a 7 8 9 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURAT'IO DZSCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATIOI
(A49012) HSFC 507 GAC N-3$ ORB. 85W4 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.8970 SQ.
(A49011) MSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. sti4V5 0.000 n.00o 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN





MACH 4. ln PAGE 186
INI 














-4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 ? B 9 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 1 ELEVTR AILERN LRUODR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATIO
(A49012) NSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.
(A49011) I NSC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN









FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=15 DEG.
.10 I I ot ImLLl I I I f L llll 1 llJ
.08
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9 `10 110 i1 2 3 4 5 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
COJFfIGURATION DESCRIPT1IO
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 OBS. B9W4
MSFC 507 GAC H-3S ORB. B5W4V3
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FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECT]
.10 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 1




















USFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-3C
t a 3 4 5 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 . 000 0.000
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FIGURE 15, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICSo COMPONENT BUILDUP° ALPHA=15 OEG.
.109 __
.09 
I1I I I I1I I:I I :1 I I::IM .I ..I ii i1iiii i-
III I II I I III I I II -Iii I II II II I I I I I I I I III I I I I I I I I lI III
I II 11 I III I I II I I I111111_ I II I1 I I I I I I I F-T JL I- II I III I I I I11 I I l l l1l 1 Ii I
lii i itiiii~iiHiii1i 11' :-I, . .. I I IIII. . . .::. .
I I I I I Y11T--t i i i I IIIII I I IIJJ-F IIJ-I-L I ii II I I IIII LI I I I IiII1111 I I II I I I II
s -4 -3 -2 -
SY400L CO:1FIGURATICO DESCRIPTION
W NSFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
I SFC 507 GAC n-33 ORB. 89W4VS
MNSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0O000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0io,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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- 4 -3 -2 -2 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
(A49012) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4 0.000 0.000
{A49011) SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000




· 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN











. o0 i I I I I I Ir I II II I I- II 1 i I
ONAL CHARACTERISTICS9 COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEG.
II I I II I IIII I I I II I I I Ia I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1111 1111 111
liii 1111111 III 11111 I! il . LIIIILJ L~-  I IL t LLLCUI LLCCI iii 1 11 1 I I I II I I I I 1 I I I I iI Iil 
III IIIIII I I i I I JII  I I I I II I I C 1 1 1 111 1 11 1111111111 lilt 111111 I II III ii
=t~~~~f~~~~~ti~I 11I1IIIIIIIHiiHii~+iiiiit I [iIiIIH1111.1111111!!iI....... - 1111~~~~~~~~III i ''''ii 111
11111111! I LtIIL! i i II Iii1 11111 1111111 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-4 - -2 - I SIDE SLIP
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI6URATICO DESCRIPTION
(A49027 Q NSFC 507 GAC H-3 ORB8. 9SW4
(A49026) LS NSFC 507 GAC N-33 COB. B5w4V5(o30,-ZO)
(A49S25) O NSFC 507 GAC N-53 ORB. 85W4V9
2 3 4 5 0 7
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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-. t52 ___________________.__.___0 IIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ lL tIIII~
-. 25
1 1 1 1 1 I I t I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ,I I I I I ' i .r II II I
- 3 -2 I 0 t
SIDE SL IP
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.00o 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49027) . MSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4




FIGURE 16, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTER
.tO IITr1 1i rr I il l!!!!! 11111111II








L~~I U II II I  I I Li ~ I I I I 1 1 II I~ JCIJI I I II I I I II1II I I I II_ Ii I III II I ITI I T  I  LTUI I T II
'I I L~L I I 131 IIJLJI HIt I I *_IHI l*_II*i HI!! i I I HI 1-4 II I'I I III IIIII I I I I I II -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
BETA 4 EG EES
. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGU:ATION DESCRIPTION
(A49027) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 69W4
{A49026) N 1SFFC 50? GAC H-33 ORB. 89W4Vs(+0O,-3O)
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FIGURE 16. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEG.
.20 _ _ _T _r: _. lT TTT T m T ! E |T ff T| T tI I 4 II I I I . 11 I
oZO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I
_%5 I I I
.. , W S 0 14 g i" AX g 10 F44fII11..1 ?|I ___ +_ __tT TI Il lI_ IIf IIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIITrr E
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I III  I Iiii 11 111 I1 I I I II
I'
- 3 _t 0 1 2 3 4
SIDE. SLIP ANGLE. BETA,
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49027) NQ SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORE. 85W4
(A490256 ) HSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)


















000 LREF 5.4530 IN



























FIGURE 16, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COHPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEG.
.05
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- : 0 2
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-. 040 1aIiI A-A -k I IAII IIIIa I III At 
- S -4 - -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 3 7
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA° DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIG-URATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
(A49027) NSFC 507 GAC H-3~ O5 B. B5W4 0.000 0.000
(A49026) 1 SFC 507 GaC n-33 ORs. BSW4Vs5(30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000










MACH 2.99 PAGE 196
FIGURE 16, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEGo




















-5 -4 -3 -2 - t 1
SIDE SL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A490271) MS t C 507 5AC ..-!! ,.. B5W4
(A4902) I MSFC 507 GAC H-'3 ORB. B5W4VS(+30,-30)
(A49825) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5
MACH 3.48
2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
IP ANGLE, BETA.' DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 3.8170 IN



















- 4 - -2 -I 0
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL COtFIGURATIOT N DESCRIPTION
¢A49027?) N MSFC 50? GAC N-5S ORB. BSW4
(A49026) MSF'C 90Y GAC H-'1 OtRB. 8W4V5(+430,-30)
1A49S25) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-B O0aB. B3W4V5










































G6, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEGo
-1 0 2 3 6 7 e 9 10 11
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
(A49027) Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49026) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
(A49S25) O> NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 1.000 30.000 -30.000























-5 -4 -3 -2
MACH







-.-035 9 - 4 
-5 -4 -s -a -I 0 3 6 7 9 10 t1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CO'FIGUUATION DZSCRIPTION?
¢(A49" ' NS"c 507 64C H-3B onB. 5WM4
(A49026) MSFC 507 GAC M-S3 O0B. B3W4VS(30O,-30)






AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.0O0 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN




























Sito i- 4 - 2 I3' -' - -0 2 . 3 4 S 6 T a 9 to
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
A4 -.02) SFC 507 GAC H-3 0 00,0 W 4 
-. s L -3 -2 -- 0 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 lI
(°4-020) 0 MSFC 507 GA C- O. 9W4 _ _.0 __ _ 0.000 _ SRE_ _ _.89_0 S_
(A49026) I MSFC $07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
(A49S25) NMSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 7.8170 IN
XMRP 1274.4040 IN,
YNRP 0. 0000 IN,
ZNRP 391.3004 IN,
SCALE 0.0034




:TIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30
-. 030 
-. 035
- -4 - a - L - I
DATA SET SYNBOL CONI7GURATIO1N DESCRIPTION
(A49027) NSvC Oy7 GAC H-S3 ORB. s5w4
¢A49026) NSFiC 07Y .AC 3-S3 O0G. 89W4V5
(A49525) 0 "SFC 507 GAC H-33 R0i. 9SW4V5
MACH 4.00
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
(4+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN






































I 8 11 t Hm tt I 1 I 1 I IIIIIA 11I11I11 1 I I I 1 I i 1 I I L 
-. 035
- -4 - -2 -I 0 1 2- 3 4 5 E
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR
(A49027) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4 0.000 0.000
(A490261 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 . 3.(A49S25) 0 MSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5 0.000 0.000 0.000
RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
-30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN



































LATERAL-OIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEG.
.11111m 1 tm m1 [t111 :: :1 ii i
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIIII I I I Il! I I - 1 I I 1III 1 1 I II II II II I I III
II1 !I I I II I IIIIII I I I 1 IIIIIIIIII  II +H+ I I I I I I -111 I II I I I +m
II! _ IV :I
II II I I I I I I I 1 1 IIIIIII I 1I I IIIII I I I I I III1 11 I I I UII I I ILiiL I 
II & I II I II I L *uII IJJIJI Iu 'J
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 i ?'
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
XSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
MSFC 507 GAC H-33 0CI. B5W4VS(630,-30)
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.·0 I I -lIlll 1111111 I I Uflll I
IONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA=30 DEGo









- 3 - 2
SIDE SL.I P
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49027) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4(4A49026) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30)
A 449S251 O MSFC S07 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
2 3 4 5 6 7
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0."000 30.000 -30.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






























RECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEG.
.09
1111111!trt lt 11111 1111 1:!1!1! 111 1 ! t11!
ItCL .) ,t ; I- J_ z f T_
a -4 - 3 - - t a I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A490227) 2 SFC Y07 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49026) £1 MSFC 507 GAC M-33 ORB. BSW4Vs
(A495$S) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-Z3 ORB. B5W4V5
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
0.000 0.000
5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000
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FIGURE 16, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30O DEGo
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0a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGOURATION DESC
(A49027) n NSFC 507 GAC H -33 OF
(A49026) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 OF
(A49525) O NSFC 507 GAC H-33 0F
MACH 4.96
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
RB. eSW4 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
RB. 85W4v5(+30,-30) 0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
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FIGURE 17, LATERAL DERIVAT




















DATA SET SY48OL CONFIGURATIOU DESCRIPTION
(A49M14) MNSFC 350 GAC H-33 ORB. B3W4
(A49N15) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5
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JRE 17, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=O
]~~~~ II 
_ I .- I=== r
- II I I I I I I I I I I 11 1 
.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.s5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 $.0
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49M14) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
(A4S9H15) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49MI6) 0 MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(+30,-30)
MACH NUMBER
ELEVTR AILERN- LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
.o0 0.000 .00 O. O 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN








FIGURE 17, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP1 ALPHA=O





































M i i- r 5 - '...... qFF1F :r
0.9 1.0 o 1.5 2.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49N1t4) MSFC S07 GAC H-33 OR. BSW4
(A49#15) NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5
(A49N16) 0 WSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 65W4V5(t30,-30)
=
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FIGURE 18. LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=10 DEGREES
























0.5 1.0 -' 1.
1=
2.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49M39) N SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
(449029)1 SFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4V5




ELEVTR AILERN LRUDOR RRUDDfiR
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 - 0.000













Ct I-1 L1 i 




























0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49N13) Q NSFC S0? GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4
(A49029) a SFC 907 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5
(A49H09) 0 NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
4.0 4.5 S.0
MACH NUMBER
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN


























FIGURE 18. LATERAL DERIVATZ





IVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=1O DEGREES
_,,.
:
f IFIttT I I iI F II
I :1 I c i I
I I 1 1 I I I I 
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.02.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49NI31 Q NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4
(A49029) LI MSFC 507 GAC'H-33 ORB. BSW4V5






LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
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I ETli±±















































19, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=15 DEGREES
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
COcNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 907 GAC H-33 OIB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
HSFC 507 GAC H-33 C0B. BSW4VS

























































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A49010) MSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. 85W4V5(+30,-30)
(A490121 HSFC 507 GACH-33 ORB. B5W4V5(A49012) O HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B9W4
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5..
MACH NUMBER
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 30.000 -30.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5.4530 IN
0.000 0.000 BREF 3.8170 IN
XNRP 1274.4040 IN.





FIGURE 19, LATERAL DERIVATIVESo CO
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s.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYMBOL CO'JFIGURATION4 DESCQIPTICJ
(A49010) I WSC 307 GAC H-S3 ORfi. 8SW4V5U(*B,-B)
A490t11) MSFC 507 GAC H-S3 WBS. 85t4VS
























































FIGURE 20, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEGREES
rr.a:I .."' .I TIIi:I
I-
0.5
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION
(A49025) Q MSFC 507 GAC H-;
(A49026) MSFC 507 CAC H-!







1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
MACH NUMBER
DESCRIPTION ELEVTR AILERN
33 WO18. BSW4VS 0.000 0.000
33 ORB. B9W4V5(+30,-30) 0.000 t.000
33 ORB. BSW4 0.000 0.000:
3. . 4.5 5.0
LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN







































FIGURE 20, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEGREES
.0040 ¶ I - I I I I i I i iX T I I-l- I 1- i i i -r I v T1 I I
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.o s.s 4.0 4.5
DATA SET SYMBOL COMNFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION
(A49025) Q NSFC 507 AC aH-3 ORB. BSW4VS
(A49026) L MNSFC 507 GAC N-35 ORB. BSW4V5(+30,-30)
(A49027) 0 NSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
MACH NUMBER
ELEVTR AILERN LRUDDR RRUDDR
O.000 9.000 0.000 0.000
















































-. 00400 O0.0 5.0
FIGURE 20, LATERAL DERIVATIVES, COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA=30 DEGREES
-. 0040,O
TTI . I I I IT I
Tr I Il 1 
0.5 1.0
. II II1.11.11.111i1 11 _
. . . I I I I I I I . I I I I I I 1 1 1 ' I 1.1,
1.5
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4902) NQ HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. B5W4V5(A49026) HSFC 507 GAC H-33 ORB. BSW4VS(+30,-30)
(A49027) 0 NSFC 507 CAC H-33 ORB. BSW4
II1T I IT










LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION
.o000 0.000 SREF 7.8970 SQ.IN
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